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Identifying Danish-American Folklife
by GREGORY HANSEN
Danish-American ethnicity has traditionally been studied
by examining the literature, religion, social and educational
institutions, and business enterprises of Danes in America. In
general researchers have looked to Fine Arts and Culture to
understand the Danish ethnic identity. But examining only
Culture and Art yields an incomplete understanding of
culture and art. Danish ethnic culture in America consists
primarily of the non-elitist traditions and arts of individuals'
everyday lives rather than the contributions of the elite,
and the discipline of folklore can provide a more complete
concept of Danish heritage. Folklife studies involve the stages
of identifying, documenting, interpreting, and presenting
traditional culture. Because there have been few studies of
Danish-American folklife, a necessary first step is to define
basic terms and provide a means for identifying DanishAmerican folklife. When researchers gain an understanding
of the subject of folklife and an ability to identify DanishAmerican traditional culture, in depth studies of the ethnic
group's folklife can be completed.
Studying folklife is a means for understanding people's
lives. Traditions help to define a group's identity, providing
a means for individuals to show their membership. For
example, a familiarity with Danish ethnic foods such as
holler and frikadeller provides an individual with ethnic ties
common only among Danes. Preparing and serving these
types of foods is a means for maintaining a sense of ethnicity
among Danish Americans. Although this function of folklife
is important, there are many other reasons why people maintain their folklife, for folklife contains clues which allow us
to understand culture. Folklife can be used as data to allow
researchers to check their hypotheses about a culture.
Sample questions that can be investigated by studying
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folklife include: How do Danish-Americans reveal their
notions of ethnicity through jokes and stories? How do
changes in Danish vernacular architecture reflect changes in
Danish Americans' lives? How can Danish-American folklife
be used to understand the segregation between genders
common among many Danish Americans? Are ethnic stereotypes supported by the evidence contained in the folklife?
How do second and third generation Danish Americans
regard their traditions? What ethnic traditions do they
choose to maintain?
Before questions such as these can be answered in further
studies, it is essential to understand basic terms. The Folklife
Preservation Act (P. L. 94-201) contains a widely-used
definition of folklife:
(Folklife is) the traditional expressive culture shared
within various groups ... : familial, ethnic, occupational, religious, regional; expressive culture includes a wide range of symbolic forms such as
custom, belief, technical skill, language, literature,
art, architecture, music, play, dance, drama, ritual,
pageantry, handicrafts; these expressions are
mainly learned orally, by imitation, or in performance, and are generally maintained without benefit
of formal instruction or institutional direction.
The aim of folklife studies is to examine how people use
traditional culture in their lives: how they work, play, raise
their families, and express themselves artistically. The
discipline's focus is on the lives of people who have not been
studied through more traditional approaches to history:
women, children, minorities, and men who have no claims
to fame. In considering the lives and art of people whom
society at large considers unimportant, folklife studies has
affinities with the new social history and anthropology.
Danish-American folklife is the body of folkloric knowledge that immigrants have brought with them from Denmark and continues to be expressed through the lives of
Danish Americans. The Danish cultural traditions continue
to be carried on in the USA, but few folklorists have studied
the folklife. Perhaps Danes have been overlooked by cultural
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specialists because the ethnic group is a small population that
has quickly assimilated into American culture. Perhaps little
has been written about Danish folklife because few folklorists are Danish in their ethnic background. The lack of
.scholarly study of Danish folklife in America, however,
cannot be attributed to a lack of resources, for the cultural
heritage is vital in Danish communities across the United
States.
One of the most difficult problems in studying Danish
ethnic traditions is to identify Danish-American folklife. Because little research has been done, individuals studying the
ethnic culture have few resources for becoming familiar with
Danish cultural expressions. Some aspects of American folklife are uniquely Danish while other aspects of this country's
traditional culture are shared by various ethnic groups who
have settled throughout the United States. Both types of traditions, those with Danish origins as well as folklife brought to
Denmark from other countries, have been carried on by
immigrants and their heirs and are components of the Danish
ethnic group's folklife. Although the scope and nature of
these traditional arts and activities is rich, few Danes understand what makes up the body of the folklife.
A convenient means for examining folklife is to first
classify the material into categories, or genres, of folklore.
Although it is possible to organize a group's cultural expressions into a large number of genres, the following eight
genres provide a broadly ranged means for describing most
of the Danish traditions carried on in the United States.
These genres are verbal art, oral history, vernacular
architecture, music and dance, celebrations, folk art,
occupational folklife, and foodways. There are subgenres
within these genres, and each category is a term used by folklorists and rarely by the people studied.
Along with folk music, the genre studied most
thoroughly by folklorists has been verbal art. Stories,
myths, legends, and other narratives have been such popular
subjects of study that folklore itself is often equated with the
oral tradition. While folklorists no longer limit the field to
the collection and study of traditional folk tales, many re-24-

searchers continue to study verbal arts. Danes have an
exciting heritage of storytelling, and a number of types of
stories remain in oral circulation. The Molbo stories are an
entertaining cycle of humorous folk tales that can occasionally be heard in Danish-American communities. These tales
are characteristic of a well-known type of narrative called
the "numbskull," or "noodle," tale, a type of story prevalent
in many oral traditions. Less common than the Molbo stories
are a number of folk tales that are told to teach a lesson by
offering a moral as a conclusion. These fables often include
fantasy figures such as nisse or talking animals, and although
still told through the oral tradition, they are generally read
from collections of folk tales. The writings of Svend Grundtvig and Hans Christian Andersen include many traditional
folk tales, but it is important to note that Andersen's work
consists primarily of literary reworkings of traditional
material rather than the action tales as told by Danish storytellers.
Danish folk culture also is rich in a number of other types
of stories. First and second generation Danes tell stories
about immigrants' experiences in the new land. Some of
these immigrant stories are amusing whereas others reveal
insightful, poignant details of the immigrants' adjustments
to American life. Similar to these immigrant stories are jokes
which play on Danes' attempts to learn English. These
dialect stories generally are told as jokes, and they reveal
some of the miscommunications possible when people speak
a new tongue using an old-world accent. Although Danes
laugh at themselves in their dialect stories, they also have
cycles of stories targeted at the perceived foibles of other
ethnic groups - most notably the Norwegians. These ethnic
jokes are usually told with tongue in cheek and are rarely
narrated maliciously. Possibly the cycle of jokes told about
Minnesotans by Iowans, and vice-versa, has its roots in the
Danish-Norwegian joke cycle.
Verbal folklore does not consist solely of stories and
jokes. The Danish identity is also expressed through other
types of verbal arts and folk speech. Nursery rhymes such as
"Op Lille Hans" and "Ride, Ride Ranke," Danish nicknames,
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and folk poetry are delightful examples of old-world traditional forms that are still present in America. These types of
verbal folklore are perhaps only carried on by Americans
who speak Danish or by their children. Used only by Danish
immigrants and occasionally by their children are the unique
Danish dialects. A language characterized by many regional
variations, Danish is still spoken by a number of Danish
Americans. The difference in pronunciation, vocabulary,
and syntax provide not only local color but also excellent
data for students of language and literature. Scholars of the
Danish language's history find Danish-American dialects
particularly interesting as some unique aspects of dialects
have been lost in Denmark but maintained in America. This
phenomenon, termed "ethnic cultural survival," is also
evident in other forms of folklife among Danes.
Oral history is similar to verbal art in its form, but it
differs in the content for which it is studied. In other words,
folklorists studying folklife as verbal art examine it as a form
of communication and artistic expression while folklorists
interested in oral history examine verbal expressions to gain
a more complete perspective on history. Oral sources have
been used to reconstruct historical events when written
documents are lacking. Historians have also used verbal
accounts to gain insight into how individuals have experienced the events of history occurring within their lifetimes.
Finally, by providing human accounts of historical events,
the oral historian can use these subjective reactions to test
hypotheses about historical and cultural trends and patterns,
information generally lacking in the written records.
Oral historical research is valuable for studying DanishAmerican history and heritage. Interviews done with immigrants capture their rationale for deciding to leave Denmark,
their experiences crossing the ocean, their reactions to entering the new country through immigration points such as Ellis
Island, and their adjustments to life in the new country. In
addition to providing a tool for studying these and other
aspects of the immigrants' lives, oral history can also be used
to examine life in Danish communities across the country.
How have Danish-American communities changed over
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time? How do residents in these cities, towns, and villages
regard these changes? Do Danes in America maintain their
ethnic traditions? These questions are only a sample of the
many issues which can be investigated with the theories and
methods of the oral historian.
Vernacular architecture is the architecture of the nonacademically trained designer. Danes settling in America
brought with them their knowledge of house, church, and
barn building styles, and Danish folk architecture stands in
many Danish communities as the visible manifestation of the
builders' knowledge of design. Beautiful examples of Danish
homes are evident in southwest Iowa and eastern Nebraska.
The town of Askov, Minnesota is the home of a Danish
church placed on the National Register of Historic Places.
Tyler, Minnesota has stellar examples of many types of
Danish vernacular architecture. With some training, a
researcher can develop an eye for styles characteristic of
Danish vernacular architecture, and after identifying a building as "Danish" he or she can gain insight into building
patterns and its place within the local history and culture of
Danish communities across the nation. Danes display a
unique sense of design and layout, and much research
remains to be done to interpret how Danes use space in
designing and living in their buildings.
Danish folk music and dance continues to thrive among
isolated but enthusiastic groups of Danish Americans.
Danish and Scandinavian folk dance troupes are active in
many American cities, and they frequently perform at
various cultural events and festivals. Descriptions of these
performances and interviews with dancers and members of
the audience can provide invaluable information on Danish
ethnicity. Unfortunately there are many more folk dancers
than there are Danish folk musicians, but it is possible to
meet some fiddlers, accordion players, or pianists who play
the traditional polkas, waltzes, and schottisches. Many of
these musicians are known only among their communities
and consider their musicianship to be merely a hobby . More
commonly heard are the songs of the early Danish immigrants and the ballads written specifically about life in the
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new country. Although some scholars would not consider
these immigrant songs and hymns to be folk music, they are
important records of the hopes, dreams, hardships, and joys
of the immigrants' lives. More traditional in nature are the
children's songs, lullabies, and other tunes which are sung by
a few Danish Americans. All of these types of folk songs are
entertaining in themselves, but they are also valuable as an
individual's artistry within the context of ethnic culture.
Danish traditions thrive in celebrations and holidays.
Danes often celebrate Christmas with numerous old-world
traditions, and Juletide is an affirmation of family, friends,
and Danish ethnicity in addition to its obvious religious
significance. A Danish equivalent of Mardi Gras, Fastelavn
is celebrated with a costume party and special foods. A researcher's documentation of the games, foods, and traditions
of a Fastelavn party would provide a valuable record of prelenten festivities. The Fifth of June celebration held occasionally in Danish communities in America is an interesting
counterpart to the Fourth of July festivities held in Denmark.
These two festivals commemorate the strong ties between the
two countries and the heritage of Danish immigration.
Distinct from these calendar rituals are the community
and familial celebrations held throughout the year. Church
or community dinners and socials hosted by Danes often
feature a rich supply of ethnic foods and perhaps some other
traditions including folk songs, Danish prayers, and games.
Various Danish communities organize ethnic festivals to
celebrate their heritage. Although Americanized, ethnic
festivals' parades, exhibits, speeches, musical performances,
games, and food sales all express the residents' sense of
ethnicity. Smaller celebrations, such as birthdays, weddings,
and evening visits, occasionally include ethnic traditions
although these events are not particularly Danish. A rarely
held celebration is the "sang aften," or song evening, in
which community musicians and neighbors come together
for a night of music making and visiting. Once common
throughout Europe, these types of gatherings are virtually
nonexistent in most American communities.
Danish-American folk art is difficult but intriguing to
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research in the United States. Generally practiced by
women, Danish folk art is the handwork and fancy work
that is passed on by tradition. People learn folk arts
primarily from demonstration and example within groups
rather than through formal education in the arts. A list of the
folk arts brought to America by Danish immigrants includes:
counted cross stitch, crocheting, knitting, cutwork, doll
making, needlepoint, hedebo, hardanger, filering, hvid s0,
kloster s0mning, sammen tr<Eks synning, knipling, tatting,
knitted and crocheted lace, hairpin lace, paper cutting, julehj<Eerte, straw craft, spinning, weaving, woodcarving, wood
working, and folk painting. While few of these folk arts are
Danish in origin, each is created or used in typically Danish
styles. Danish folk arts are valuable as objets de arte and as
cultural expressions. The folk arts provide clues to DanishAmerican artistic values, homelife, cultural history, and
gender roles.
Danish-American occupational folklife consists of the
old-world occupations and working traditions brought to
the USA. Many Danish immigrants settled in farming
communities, and farming is an important traditional
occupation practiced by many Danish Americans. Although
Danes have adopted most of the contemporary farming
practices of Americans, there are a number of traditional
activities such as butter and cheese making, horse shoeing,
and beekeeping that farmers practiced on Denmark's farms.
Within various agricultural practices are a number of Danish
methods for completing the tasks. A scant few of the oldworld trades, generally learned through the apprenticeship
program, continue to be practiced in America. Danish blacksmiths, masons, carpenters and cabinet makers, bakers, and
tailors, for example, have all served in needed occupations
across the country. Although it is difficult to discover what
is "Danish" in these trades, some Danish techniques are
maintained in these trades. A Danish mason, for example,
will sometimes use a unique type of trowel from Denmark
and apply mortar in a fashion different from Americans. In
researching these occupations it is essential to discover the
function each of these occupations have served within the
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larger community. The role of the Danish blacksmith is
particularly interesting as farmers often preferred the work
of the European smiths who were trained under the strict
apprenticeship system. Understanding the labor of various
workers demonstrates that the common laborer has made
important contributions to American society.
The most common form of expressive culture among
Danes in America is ethnic foodways. Foodways includes the
traditional foods such as roast pork, sweet soup, red
cabbage, and medisterp0lse as well as the baked goods
including rye bread, pastries, kransekage, and klejner.
Danish beverages, including coffee, akvavit, beer, and
liqueurs are identifiable aspects of Danish ethnicity. Danish
foodways, however, is more than a listing of ethnic foods,
for the study of foodways includes examining the role of the
food within the group members' lives. Mealtime is an
essential part of life, but it is also a social event which can
strengthen the individual's ties to the community. The
legendary Danish coffee break, for example, provides a
needed respite from daily chores but more importantly a
chance to talk with neighbors and friends. During special
occasions, Danish foods are often served, thereby preserving
and celebrating the community members' ethnic ties through
the meal itself. The study of foodways, thus, includes
examining the traditions associated with eating: the "skoal"
toast, drinking games, mealtime prayers, ethnic food festivals, and conversations during coffee are all interesting
aspects of Danish food ways which deserve more study.
The study of folklife is more than a description of types
of folklore. The study of traditional culture is an inquiry into
the place that these expressions of culture have within
individuals' lives. Because people choose to carry on folklore, investigating folklife provides us with a means for
understanding how we make our choices and how we decide
what is of value. There are ample how-to books describing
how Danish folk arts are made and how Danish foods are
prepared, but there have been few studies that interpret these
traditions to reveal their role in Danish-American communities. There are references to Danish folk culture in the
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novels of Julie Jensen McDonald, Sophus Keith Winther, and
other writers, but there is little discussion of the role these
traditions play in the community.
The listing of folklore genres in this essay provides a basis
for identifying topics that deserve further study. Examining
Danish-American folklife provides not only a valuable
record of traditional arts and activities but also numerous
clues for understanding Danish ethnicity. By identifying
aspects of American folklife which have been brought from
Denmark, we gain a better understanding of Danish contributions to American culture. By knowing about the traditions which many Danes share in common, we understand
the links between Danish American family members and
neighbors, thereby understanding how Danes view their
ethnic heritage. By interpreting Danish-American folklife,
we gain insight into Danish history and culture. We gain a
means for understanding how Danish Americans throughout
time have experienced daily life. By understanding DanishAmerican folklife, we gain a better means for understanding
ourselves and others.
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